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CHILDRENIS RESPONSE SPEEDS FOILOi^TING FA]LURE AND SUCCESS AS A

FUNCTION OF INTERRESPONSE INTERVAL AND ]NSTRUCT]ONAL SET

Michael Dewson

ABSTRACT

on each of 20 tríals, 108 second- and Èhird-grade children per-

formed a light-swÍtching game followed by a lever pullÍng response.

Half the Ss (self-blame group) were told that winning the light-switch

game depended on their playing the game "right", and the other Ss

(other-bIame group) were told that E controlled winning and losing.

Success was under Ers control and all Ss vüere allowed to succeed on the

first task on half the trials and were failed on the other trials. The

self-blame and other-blame groups \"7ere each divided into three sub-

grouPs differing Ín the duration of the interval between the trdo res-

ponses. Each s received a constant 0-,4-, or B-sec. rRr. Analysis of

the lever pulling start speeds indicated that failure on the switch game

resulted in slower start speeds than did.success. This difference 1,üas

greater for the self-blame ss than ít was for the other-blame Ss. rn

the 0-sec. IRI condition this dif f erence \,ras greater than it was in the

4-sec. or B-sec. condÍtions.
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TNTRODUCTION

Many invesLigators have recognized the imporLance of frustration

as a determinant of behavior. Freud (L952) considered the frustration

of needs to be at the root of most cognitive activity. Frustration

produced by the interruption of ongoing activity or the \,/ithholding of

a reward was viewed as a cause of aggression (Dollard et al., 1939)

and as a cause of regression (Barker et a1., Lg43), Zeígarnik (see

Baldwin, 1968) found that people would remember a task that was inter-

rupted better than they would remember a task whÍch they were allowed

to complete. The so-called "Zeigarnik effecttt rrras interpreted in Kurt

Lewin's (see Baldrvin, 7968) theory as evidence that frustration produces

a state of tension, often resultíng in overt or covert behaviour assoc-

iated with the satisfaction of the frustrated need. More recenLly,

researchers (e.g., Amsel, 1958) have investÍgated the effects of a frus-

trating stimulus event on the strength of a simple response following

that event.

The Frustration Effect and íts Interpretatíon. The most. influen-

tial theory of the effects of nonreward on behavíour \,Jas proposed by

Amsel (1958) in an attempt Ëo Íncorporate the role of frustrating events

into the Hull-Spence theory of behaviour. Amsel defines a frustrating

event as nonre\,vard for a response that has been previously rewarded.

The theory states that once anticípatory goal responses, or re\^rard ex-

pectancy, has developed in a learning situation, nonreward produces an

aversive emotional state, frustration, which contributes to drive leve1.

This increase in dríve is measured by the vigor of a conLínuously re-



\.^rarded response which follows the frustrating event; the increase in

vigor of a response following frustration is ca1led the Frustration

Effect (FE). After a number of nonrervard trials, components of the

frustration response may be classically condit.ioned to stimuli present

in the situation. These components, when elicited príor to the goal

response, are called anËicipatory frustration responses. The notion

of anticipatory frustration is a useful concept ín accounting for the

Partial Reinforcement Acquísition Effect and the Partial ReinforcemenË

Extinction Effect.

The first experiment designed to test Amselrs theory of frustra-

tion (Amse1 and Roussel, 1952) employed an apparatus consisting of two

straight ruff^tays and two goal boxes which r{7ere connected in such a v/ay

that a rat could be released from the goal box at the end of one runT,,ray

directly into the second runv¡ay. Albino rats \,üere trained to traverse

the two ruudays in sequence in order to receive a food reward in each of

Lhe two goal boxes. inlhen stable performance rvas reached 36 test Erials were

administered. 0n 18 of the test trials the rats T,.rere rer.,rarded in the

first goal box (Rf + trials), and on the other trials there vüas no re-

ward in the first goal box (Rf trials). There was always a reward in

the second goal box. Analysis of running times in the second run\^ray

revealed that following nonreward in the fírst goal box the rats ran

faster than they did following rev/ard Ín the fírst goal box. The re-

sults were interpreted as supporting Amsel's theory that nonreward pro-

duces an increment in drive.

An alternative explanaEion of Amselrs findings that does not



require a motivational assumption has been suggested by Brown (1961)

and others. If the animal has learned prior to the experiment to in-

crease the vigor of an instrumental response following nonreward for

that response, this learning might generalíze from ruffüay I to runway

2 resuLting in increased speeds in runway 2 on R, - trials.

This associative explanation Ís most convincing when the stimu-

lus conditions for bot.h responses are highly similar, as in the case of

the Amsel and Roussel study" Levine and Loesch (L967) carried out an

experímenE in which the stimulus conditions for the two responses \¡7ere

very dissimilar. A rat was trained to press a bar for food reward, and

then to pu1-l a chain for a r^rater rer¿ard. I^lhen stable performance r¡ras

reached a partía1 reinforcement schedule was introduced for the first

response. The results showed Lhat on R, - tríals the rats pulled on

the chain harder than they pulled on R, * trials. The findings were

interpreted as supporting Amselrs theory. An associative explanatíon

of this seems unlikely as the specific motivatíons (hunger and thirst),

the stimuli, and the nature of the t\^Io responses for each task were

dissimilar "

Child Studíes of Nonreyard and Blocking. The studies that have

examined the FE in children have involved a simple first response (e"9.,

pulling a lever). On R, f triai-s the S \,üas given a marble that counted

for a príze. After an interresponse ínterval (IRI) of at least S-sec. a

visual slimulus was presented as the cue to perform a second símple

response that was always rev/arded by a rnarble.

The first sLudy of nonreward-produced frustration in children



rvas reported by Penney (1960). Penney used a double lever apparatus.

Eighty-eight kindergarten children were divided into four groups:

control and experimental Hi-Habit groups, and control and experimenËa1

Lo-Habit groups. Initially all Ss received four trials in r¿hich both

the first lever pull (Rr) and the second lever pull .(Rr) were rein-

forced (Rt + trials). Then Ss in the Hi-Habit groups \^/ere administer-

ed ten Rr* trials with R, ornitted. The Ss in the Lo-Habit groups r.rere

administered one Rr* trial with R, omÍtted. Following two more Rr*

Erials eíghteen test trials rvere administered to all Ss. For Ss in the

control groups all test trials were Rr* while for Ss in the experiment-

a1 groups there lvere síx Rr* trials and twelv. R1- trials. Analysis

of the R, movement speeds on test trials revealed that for Ss in the

experimental Hi-Habit group R, speeds on four of the twelve Rr- Ërials

r{ere greater than R, speeds on comparable trials ín the Hi-Habit control

group. In addition, on Rr- trials ín the experimental Hi-Habit group,

R, speeds r¡/ere greater than R, speeds on Rr* trÍa1s. The finding of a

FE in the Hí-Habít group only is consistent wtth Amselts contention

that the FE is a function of the development of anticipatory goal

r es pons es .

Ryan (1965) adrninistered 20 trials on Lv¡o single lever apparati

to 100 kindergarten children rvho were divided into an experimental

group and a conLrol group. All trials for the control Ss were Rrf,

while half the trials were Rr* and half Rr- for the Ss ín the experi-

mental group. Analysis of the R, start speeds revealed that on Rr-

trials the experimental Ss responded faster than they did on Rr*



trials. The experimental Ss responded faster than control Ss on both

types of trial. The results were interpreted as being consistent with

Amselrs theory of frustration.

Davidson and Fitzgerald (L970) investigated the effects of

recency and summation of frustrative nonre\Árard on a gimple response.

Kindergarten children r/¡ere trained under 1007. reinforcement to cperate

three levers in succession with 5-sec. IR.Irs. Three different partial

reinforcement patterns were introduced for the first Ewo lever responses

whiLe the third lever response \,,ras always reinforced. Analysis of the

start latencies on the third response indicated that when nonrenard

preceded the third response the FE \^ras greater than when nonrer¿ard was

separated from the third response by reward on the second response.

Nonreward on both the first two responses \^ras found to sunrnate produc-

ing a greater FE than the FE following nonreward on only one of the

first two responses. These results were interpreted as supporting

Amsel's theory.

A second group of investigators have invesËigated the effects of

blocking an ongoing response chain on the vigor of a second response.

Haner and Brown (1955) instructed second, third, and fourth grade

chíldren to fill 36 holes in a board with marbles. At any point in

Ehis task E could cause all the marbles to fall out of the holes. This

terminated the task, and a bozzer sounded simultaneously. The S was

required to push a plunger to stop Ehe buzzer, and the amplitude of the

S.rs response l{as recorded. The Ss were allowed to succeed at the mar-

ble game on two tríals, and were blocked at various stages of the game



on the other trials. The results revealed that the closer the S had

been to completion when blocked, the greater was the amplitude of

plunger pushing. There r¡ras no difference between response amplitudes

on success and failure trials.

Ford (L963) instructed fífth grade children to complete a form-

board puzzle as quickly as possible. A bozzer terminated the task at

various stages of completion and S had to push a plunger to stop the

btzzer. 0n the trials when S was allowed to complete the puzzle, R,

speeds were faster than they were on trÍals when the S r¿as blocked.

Subjeccs in an experimenL by Endsley (1966) r¡/ere required to

pull a carriage up a 4}-inch to\^rer without allowing a steel ball to

fa11 off the carriage. Failure and success v/ere experimenter-control-

led and a buzzer v¡as used as the cue to terminate the carriage task.

Following success on the first task Ss responded faster to push a plun-

ger than they did following failure.

The nonreward and blocking studies discussed above have yielded

diametrically opposite results. Nonreward for a response results in

increased vigor on a second response (the FE) while blocking an o'ngoing

response chain results in a decrement in the vigor of a second response.

This decrease ín the vigor of a response following blocking wílI be

called the Blocking Effect (BE).

There are a considerable number of procedural differences be-

thTeen the nonrervard and blocking sEudies reviewed above. The Ss in the

nonreward sLudies were kindergarten or grade one children while Ss in

the blocking studies were children in grades one through six. The



ratio of reinforcement for the first task on test trials was usually

50% Ln nonreward studies and averaged 30"/" in btocking studies. Ryan

and i^Iatson (1968) have pointed out that the blocking studies have

usually used fewer trials than the nonreward studies. The first task

in blocking procedures v/as always more rrcomplex'r and. of a longer dura-

tíon than the first response in nonreward procedures. The cue for S

to perform the second response was always visual ín nonreward studies

and always auditory in blocking studies" The instructions relating to

the performarì.ce of the first task implied that the task rüas a test of

speed or skil1 in blocking studies, while in nonreward studies the in-

structions made no such implication. The IRI in blocking studies T¡ras

always O-sec., while in nonreward studies IRI varied from 5-sec. to

20 -s ec.

Since the first task in the blocking studies has involved a

chain of highly similar responses, Hu11-Spence theory would predict

thaL anticipatory goal responses would generaLLze to all the responses

ín the chain. Blocking this chaínconstitutes nonrer¿ard for responses

which are associated with anticipatory goal responses and should there-

fore elicit the primary emotional reaction which Amsel called frustra-

tion. According to Amsel?s theory blocking a response should produce

an increment in drÍve which would be evidenced by increased response

speeds following blocking as compared to speeds following success. The

fact that Ëhe results of the blocking studies are diametrically opposed

to the results of nonreward studies and frustration theory has led to

the development of two accounts which aLtempt to exPlain the differences



produced by the two types of experimental procedures.

First, Ford (L963) and Endsley (1966) speculate that failure in

the blocking situation elicits a feeling of seLf-b1ame i¿hich inhibits

ongoing behaviour. According to this hypothesis, the frusLraLÍng event

is aversive and produces mild aggression which is normally evidenced in

the FE. However, whereas cultural norms a1low mild aggression in

response to the failure of a mechanical device, the failure of oneself

to perform adequately on a task is less acceptable as justification for

aggression, and hence the aggression is inhibited in self-b1ame situa-

Ëions. It is 1ikely that a S in a typical nonrer¡iard experiment would

see little reason to blame himself for nonreward, whereas a S who was

asked to perform a task as quickly as possible in a blocking experi-

ment would respond to failure with feelings of self-blame for the

failure. If this is the case, the self-blame hypothesis predicts a BE

Ín blocking studies and a FE ín nonreward studies

The self-blame explanation of the BE r¿as examined by Pederson

and McEwan (L970). Second and third grade children received 32 trials;

on each trial- they performed a marble maze task and then made a lever

pulling response. Half the Ss (se1-f -blame group) were tol-d that guid-

ing the marble through the maze \^ras a test of skill, and the remaining

Ss (other-blame group) r,rere told thaË it was a matter of chance whether

or not the marble negotiated the maze successfully. Subjects in both

groups couLd manipulate Ehe plane of the maze, supposedly to guide the

ball fhrough the maze. Success \das under Ers control, and Ss were

blocked at various stages of the maze or allowed to succeed. A buzzer



termÍnated the task and served as the cue for the lever pulling res-

ponse. The reciprocals of the time scores were obtained for the

latency from buzzer onset to the start of the lever response to yield

start speed scores. In both instructional conditions the R2 start

speeds r,.zere greater following success than following f ailure, the typ-

ical blocking effect. In addition, the R2 start speeds following

success were faster in the self-b1ame group than in the other-blame

group. This evidence suggests that the self-blame variable is insuf-

ficÍent to account for the dífferent results of the nonreward and

blocking studies. The evidence also indicated that degree of self-

blame affected R2 speeds on success trials but not on failure trials,

in contradiction to the Ford and Endsley hypothesis, A limitation of

the Pederson and McEr¿an study, suggested by the authors in their re-

port, is that Ss in the other-blame group could manipulate the maze,

and may thus have assumed some responsibility for failure on the mar-

ble maze task. As a result, the amount of self-blame may not have

differed greatly between the two instructional conditions.

The second explanation proposed to account for the different re-

sults of nonreward and blocking studies was offered by Ryan and Watson

(1968) in q revier¡ of the research. They suggested that both nonrervard

and blocking events elicit interfering responses that hide the FE dur-

ing the f irst f eiv trials. In a reanalysis of I^/atson and Ryanrs (1966)

study they found that nonrervard produced a BE on the early trials of

the experiment. Since the blocking studies have used relatively few

trials (e.g., Haner and Broryn used 12) there nay not have been a
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sufficient number of trials for a FE to appear. The findings of the

Pederson and McEwan (1970) study contradict ti^ro aspects of this propo-

sition. First, Pederson and McEwan used 32 trials, more than most of

the nonreward studies, and obtained a consistent BE. Second, start

speeds on success tría1s increased over trials while start speeds on

failure trials remained constant over trial blocks. If interfering

responses elicited by failure are assumed to dissipate over trials, one

would expect that the start speeds on failure trials would increase

across trial blocks,while the start speeds.on success trials would

remain constant.

Interresponse Interval Effects on the FE and the BE. A variable

which has received little attention as a possible factor involved in

the divergent results of nonre\..zard and blocking studies is IRI. Since

the nonre\.vard and blocking studies have consistently employed different

IRIs, the time course of the FE and the BE merits examínation.

In their origína1 study Amsel and Roussel (L952) hypothesized

that the motivational increment produced by nonreward would decrease

monotonÍca11y during the interval betr¿een the two responses, On test

trials the rats were divided into three groups according to the length

of time they were retained in goal box I on R - trials (5-, l0- , or
I

30-sec.). On R + trials IRï was 30-sec. for all Ss. Analysis of the
I

R2 running times and latencies revealed no reliable differences amongst

the magnitudes of the FE at the three levels of IRI.

McKinnon and Amsel (L964) replicated the Amsel and Roussel study

using IRls of 5-, 15-, and 90-sec. on Rt- trials. On R,* trials the
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rRr was 15-sec. for all ss. They found that the magnÍtude of the FE

following 5-sec and 15-sec. rRrs was greater than the magnitude of

the FE following the 90sec. rRr. The results of this study, as regards

the time course of the FE, are unfortunately impossible to interpret

due to shortcomings in the experimental design. sin.ce rRr was held

constant for all groups on Rr* trials, but varied between groups on Rr-

trials, a comparison of the magnitude of the FE at different rRrrs

would require the assumption that R2 vigor on R1* trials does not vary

as a function of rRr, an assumption which is very 1ikely unsound..

Robinson and Clayton (1963) attempted to overcome the procedural

shortcoming of the Amse1 and Roussel study and the MacKÍnnon and Amsel

study. The training of the rats in the double runrvay apparatus involv-

ed the same procedure as the Amsel and Roussel experiment. During the

test trials one group of rats was retaÍned in goal box 1 for.5-sec. on

all trials, whereas a second group was retained in goal box 1 for 5-sec

on all trials. Analysis of the running times in the second runr¡/ay

indicaEed that the rats giv,en the.5-sec. lRr showed a typicar FE,

whereas the rats receiving a 5-sec. rRr did not show an FE. These re-

sults suggest that the motívational increment produced by nonreward

decreases over time.

I{atson and Ryan (1966) examÍned the effecr of IRI on rhe FE with
children. using a nonre\.^/ard procedure similar to that of Ryan's (1965)

experiment, they employed rRils of 5-, l0-, and 20-sec., varied within-
ss. They obtained an FE at the 5-sec. rRr but not ar the 10- or 20-

sec. rRr's. ttre results lvere interprete.d as supporting Amsel and
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Roussel's hypothesis that the motivational Íncrement produced by frus-

tration decreases monotonically over IRI.

Pederson (I970) investigated the relationship betr,¡een IRI and

the BE, using a within-.Ss manipulation of IRI. Children received 36

trials on a ball-to\.ver apparatus similar to that of Ends ley ( 1966). on

half of the trials S was allowed to succeed on the fÍrst task and on

the other trÍals s was blocked at various stages of the task. six

failure trials and six success trials were followed by each of three

rRrs , .5- , 1- , and 5-sec. The sequence of rRrt s lras a restricted ran-

dom order. The rRr preceded a buzzer which was the cue to perform a

lever pulling response. Analysís of the start speeds indÍcated that a

large BE was obtained on the.5-sec. IRI trials, â signíficantly sma1l-

er BE was obtained on 1-sec. rRI trials and on 5-sec. rRr trials.no BE

was obEained. Start speeds on success trials did not vary across IRI

but speeds on failure trials increased as rRf was increased, The re-

sults were interpreted as indicatÍng that faÍlure elicits interfering

responses but that these responses dissipate over time.

A potentially important aspect of any investigation of rRr ín a

frustration paradigm Ís whether IRI is varÍed within-Ss or between-Ss.

In a situatÍon involving a random sequence of IRIs, the development and

dissipation of interfering responses andfor motivational changes could

be quite different from a situatÍon in which rRr is constant. varying

IRI withÍn-Ss would correspond to the first situation while varying IRI

between-Ss would correspond to the second situation. rn a study of

reaction times, El1iot (1970) found that when the duration of a prepar-
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atory interval was varied irregularly; response speeds of B to 10

year-old children increased as the interval varied from 1- to 2- to

4-sec. and decreased as the interval increased f.rom 4- to 16-sec. But

when the preparatory interval was varíed Ín a regular manner the

response speeds of these chÍldren decreased as the interval varied from

1- through 16-sec. rf the rRr in frustration and blocking studÍes

corresponds to a preparatory interval for the second response to some

exËent, the distinction between constant and variable rRrs may be of

importance. Furthermore, a comparíson of blocking and nonreward stud-

ies involves a confounding of constant IRIs and suggests that a,between_Ss

manipulation of rRr would provide the most appropriate tesE of the

effects of IRI relevant to the differences between these procedures.

-;The Experiment. This study Ínvolved a blocking procedure. The

variables manipulated between-Ss rÁ/ere instructional set (se1f-b1ame

(sB) vs. other-blame (oB) ) and rRr (o-,4-, and g-sec.). The first

task involved a light-switch pane1. The S was instructed to try and

turn on all the lights on the panel in order to win the game. The game

ended when all Lhe lights l^Ient out. This task allowed f or a more real-

istic manÍpulation of the self-b1ame variable than did the apparatus

used in the Pederson and McEwan (r970) blocking procedure. rn peder-

son and McEwants procedure the S in the other-blame condition could

manipulate the maze, and receive positive feedback for his efforEs on

half the trials, thus making it unlikely that he would believe that

success !ùas a Íatter of pure chance. rn addÍtion, a s might not guess

that a ball in a Ítaze courd be controlled by other means than those
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under his own control. h the present study the S should have readíly

believed that the E could have complete control over a set of electric

lights, thus facilitating the induction of an other-blame set. Half

the ss were told that task 1 was a test of skill (sB group) and the

other ss r¡ere told that E controlled success and failure (oB group).

By makíng Ers control explicit it was hoped to maximÍze the effects of

the self-b1ame variable.

The three levels of rRr (0-,4-, and B-sec.) were chosen to

cover the range of IRIrs which have been conducive to producíng the BE

(o- to l-sec.: Ford, 1963; pederson, rgTo) and the FE (5- to 10-sec.:

Inlatson and Ryan , 7966; Penney, 1960) . rRr was manipu lated between-ss

to,maintain a constant IRI for each S.

The evidence of previous blocking studíes (Ends1ey, 1966;Ford,

7963; Pederson and McEwan, 1970; pederson, rgjo) indicate that a BE

should be obtained in Ëhe 0-sec. rRr condition. pedersonrs (1970)

study suggests that in the 4-and 8-sec. IRI conditions the BE should be

either considerably smaller than the BE in the O-sec. condition or non-

existent. Self-b1ame instructions should result in a larger BE., or

smaller FE than would result from other-blame instructions. ped.erson

and McEwanrs (7970) study suggests that instructÍonal seL should affect

R2 speeds on success trials more than on failure trÍals.



METHOD

Sub iects

The Ss were 50 male and 58 female

months, range 91 - 119 months) in grades

public school. Three additional Ss were

failure.

The l ever b ox r¿as s imi I ar in

(1965), and consisted of a 74- x 16-

front panel that sloped away from S

3/4- inch 's lot Ín the f ront panel of

children (mean CA = 103.5

2 and 3 of an elementary

discarded because of equipment

design to those described by Ryan

x 16-inch steel-blue box with a

at a 45o ang1e. There r,ras a 10- x

the lever box to allow passage of

Ap paraLus

The basic apparalus consisted of a switch box, a lever box,

picture projection equipment, and tirnÍng and control circuitry. The

arrangement of the apparatus is shown Ín Figure 1. The switch box r¿as

18 x 10 x 9 inches and its gray front panel sloped away from Ss at a

50o angle. Eight toggle switches were placed 2 inches apart on a cent-

ered horizontal row along the panel and a L2O-V, .06-l^1. red neon light

was located 2b-inches above each switch. A matching panel was located

in the control room and was interconnected wíth the Sts switch box such

that when S reversed the position of a switch the corresponding lights

on both panels were illuminated. By throwing a switch on the óonËrol

panel, E could turn off all the lights on qts panel. A I2-V door chime

placed near the door of the control room was used as the signal for S

to begin the switching task.
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screen

switch box

oooooeoo

0q{s{0iq

l-ever box

handle

divider

Fig" 1. The arrangement of the apparabus,
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a t4-ínch diameter aluminum lever that extended 5 inches above the front

panel. The lever was held at the top of the slot by a spring when S

r^/as not responding. A round vertical handle l inch in diameter and

4 ínches high was attached to the lower left corner of the lever box to

serve as a start position for the lever response, uld a 6-V buzzer was

located inside the lever box. The lever box was separated from the

switch box by a 72- x 16-Ínch vertical partítion to prevent S from mak-

ing both the switching responses and the lever response with the same

hand. The lever box was located on the Srs left of the switch box and

all Ss Ìvere required to operate the switches with their right hand and

the lever with their left hand,

A Kodak Carousel 800 projector, located in the control room,

projected 35 mm slides through a one-Tray mirror, located behind and

above Ss, onto a 4- x 4-ft. screen placed about 10 ft. in front of S.

The slides consisted of coloured pictures of animals and coloured draw-

ings from chÍldren's books: The duratÍons of the IRIrs

\^/ere controlled by the use of Hunter decade timers. Two .01-sec.

Standard Electric Clocks were used to obtain the response latency

measures.

Pro c edu re

Eighteen Ss r¿ere randomly assigned to each of

formed by the facËorial combinations of the two inst

(SB and 0B) and the three IRIs (O-sec., 4-sec., and

and female Ss were assígned randomly to the groups.

The children r¡/ere brought individually to the

the six groups

ructional sets

B-sec. ). Male

trai ler Iaboratory
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by E, where they were seaLed in front of the switch and lever boxes and

read the appropriate instructions for the group to which they had been

assigned. A complete transcript of the instructions appears in Append-

ix A. Subjects in all groups were told that to "\.ùin" the switching

game they rrust turn on all the red lights on the panel by operating

each toggle switch beginning with the first switch on the left and

working to the right. The game ended r¿hen the lights rrenL out; hence,

if the lights \,lent out before they managed to turn on all the lights

they r'lost" the game. Each S in the SB condÍtion r¿as told that, "If

you play the game rÍght you can turn on al1 the lights and win the

game.r' Each S in the OB condition was told thaË, Itsometimes I will

let you turn on all the lights and you will win the game, Other times

I will turn off the lights before you can turn them all on and you will

lose the game". All Ss r¿ere told that they would win a príze if they

rrwin the game many times.rr The Ss were told to hold the handle on the

lever box with their left hand during the switching game and to release

the handle and pul1 down the lever as soon as.the buzzer sounded, ItSoon

afÈer the lights go off on the 1Íght-switch gamerr

Each trial commenced when E sounded the door chíme to initiate

the light-switch game. On the nonblocking (NB) tríals the S was allowed

to turn on all the lights before E switched off the lights, whereas on

blocking (B) trials E switched off the lights when S had turned on 5,

6 or 7 of the eight lights. Inlhen E switched off rhe lights, the IRI

I,Ias automatically initiated and f ollowing the 0-sec. , 4-sec. , or 8-sec.

IRI, depending upon which group Ëhe S was in, the buzzer in the lever
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box came on and the start clock began tíming. In/hen the lever was

moved from its resting position at the top of the slot the start clock

stopped, the buzzer was turned off, and the movement clock began

tirning. I¡ihen the lever had been pulled 9 inches from its resting pos-

ition the movement clock stopped and the projector advanced to present

a picture. The picLure served as the reward for the lever response

and was exposed for the duration of the 30-sec. intertrial interval.

During the intertrial interval E recorded the start and movement 1at-

encies from the start clock and movement clock, respectively. Follow-

ing B trials E also recorded whether or not any switching responses

w.ere made by S after the offset of the lights on S's panel (persevera-

Ëion responses). These swítching responses continued to turn on lights

on Ets pane1, but not on Sts panel, thus providing a record of persev-

eration behaviour. At the end of the 30-sec. picture presentation the

projector advanced to a solid black slide and E Ínitiated the next

triaI.

Each S received 24 trials including four practice trials. Two of

the practice trials r,{ere B trials and two were NB trials, with the order

of B and NB trials randomly assigned for each S. The 20 remaining

trials were divÍded into two blocks of ten trials, each block contaín-

ing fÍve B and five NB trials. Ten random orders of five B and 5 NB

trials were constructed with the restrictÍon that no more than three

consecutive B or NB trials could appear in an order, A second set of

ten random orders was obtained by reversing the orders in the first

set. Nine of Ëhe 18 Ss in a group vrere assÍgned two of the f irst set
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of random orders, and the remaining Ss in the group vTere assigned two

of the second set of reversed random orders. No t¡'¡o Ss in one group

v¿ere assigned an identical sequence of trials and each random order was

used only twice in each group. The number of lights S was allowed to

turn on prior to termination of the switching game on B trials (5,6,

or 7) was randomly assigned for each S and for each B trial. At the

end of the game each S \.vas given two pencils as a Prize and asked not

to tel1 the other children in his class about the game.



RESULTS

The start and movement latencies T¡rere converted Lo start speeds

and movement speeds by the formula l/time. For each response measure,

the mean of each S's five speed scores on NB trials and Ëhe mean of

each S's five speed scores on B trials were obtained'for each of Lhe

two trial blocks. 0vera11 mixed analyses of variance r¡rere computed

separately for blocked start speeds and blocked movement speeds. In

each analysis of variance Ëhere hTere trnTo between-Ss variables, instruc-

tíona1 set (SB vs" OB) and interresponse interval (IRI), and two

within-Ss variables, type of trial (NB vs. B) and trial blocks.

Blocked start speeds. The blocked start speed means for each of

the treatmeát combinations are presented Ín Table 1, Appendix B, and

the analysis of variance for blocked start speeds is summarized in

Table 4, Appendix C" Significant main effects were obtained for type

of rrial (F = 47.735, df = L/L02, p < "001) and trial blocks (F =

24"900, df = L/L02, p_1"001)" There were significant tvro-vray inter-

acLions but"""r, instructional set and type of tríal (F = 5.383, df =

L/102, p ( "025), RI and type of trial (F = 33 "72L, df = 2/102, p_1

.001), RI and trial blocks (E = L2"491, df = 2/102, p ( .001), and

rype of trial and trial blocks (F = 8 "790, df = LlL02, p < .005)" A

triple interaction \^ras obtained amongst IRI, type of Lrial, and trial

blocks (F = 7.258, df. = 2/102, p_1.01). No other main effects or

int eract ions r^rer e s ignif icant .

The means for the instructÍonal set x type of Lrial interaction

appear in Figure 2. The paírwise combinaLions of means \,Iere tested by
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Tukeyrs 'rhonestly sÍgnificant difference" (HSD) techníque (see Kirk,

1968) and all dif f erences r¡7ere found to be sÍgnif icant (p < .05 ).

Start speeds on NB trials v¡ere faster than start speeds on B trials

for both the SB and 0B Ss. fn addítion, on NB trials the SB Srs start

speeds were faster than the 0B Sst start speeds, whereas on B trials

the SB 9rt "tart 
speeds !üere slower Ehan the 0B Ssr start speeds.

Two types of follow-up analyses were carried out to examine the

IRI x type of trial x trial block interactÍon. The first seL of analy-

ses r^rere conducted to compare the magnitude of the BE over leve.s of IRI

and trial blocks. The means involved in the triple ínteracËÍon, arrang-

ed appropriately for the first set of analyses, appear in Figure 3.

Three analyses of variance \.vere carried out involving the three pairs of

IRI levels. The between-Ss variable in these analyseswerelRl (two lev-

els) and the within-Ss variables vTere type of trial and tríal blocks.

The analysis of variance involving 0-sec. and 4-sec. IRI data

is summarized in Table 5, Appendix C. SignifÍcant main effects for

type of trial (F = 41.450, df = 1110, !, (.001) and trial blocks (F =

26.05I, df = I/lO, p <.001), and double interactions between IRI and

type of trial (F = 31.603, df. = I/70, p (.001); IRI and trial blocks

(F = 17.622, df = I/70, p (.00i) and type of trial and trial blocks

(F = 8.540, ð,f = I/70, I ( .01) were obLained. The triple interacËion

among IRI, type of trial, and trial blocks was also significant (F =

9.022, df = L/lO, -p < .01). The triple interactÍon in the O-sec. vs. 4-

sec. IRI analysis was examined by conducting separate analyses of vari-

ance on the O-sec. and 4-sec. data. The within-Ss variables in these
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analyses \^rere type of trial and trial blocks" The analyses (see Tables

8 and 9, Appendix C) indicated that a significant type of trial main

effect T¡7as present in both sets of dara (F = 75"28L, df = L/35, p (

.001, and F = 9.82L, ¡!¡[ = L/35, ¿( .0Olforthe O-sec. and 4-sec" data,

respectively). An interaction betvreen type of tria1. and trial blocks

was also obËained in the O-sec. data (F = 24"463, df = L/35, p(.001).

Tukey HSD comparisons amongst the O-sec. means indicated that a relÍ-

able BE was obtained at both Ëria1 block 1 and trial block 2 (g < .05)

and that speeds increased signifÍcantly from trial block I to triaL

block 2 on both NB and B trials (p< "05)" The interaction indicates

that the BE was greater on trial block 2 as compared wíth the BE on

trial block 1 in the O-sec. IRI condition. In addition, the triple

interactíon obtained in Ëhe 0-sec, vs" 4-sec" analysis was examined by

conducting two separate analyses of variance on tríaL block I and trial

block 2 data with IRI as the between-Ss variable and type of trial at

Lhe within-Ss variable. Both analyses of variance (see Tables 11 and

13, Appendix C) revealed significant main effects for type of Lrial

(F = 39.350, ðf. = L/70, p.<.001, and F = 37.198, df = L/70, g(.001

for ErÍal block 1 and trial block 2 data, respectively) and significant

double interactions between IRI and type of trial (F = 28.044, df =

1/70, p ( "001, and F = 29.747, dr = L/70, p < .001 for trial block 1

and trial block 2 data, respectívely)" The ínteractions Índicate thaE

the BE at 0-sec. IRI was greater than the BE at 4-sec" fRI in both

trial blocks.

The analysis of variance ínvolving the O-sec" and 8-sec. IRI
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data is summarized in Table 6, Appendix c" significant main effects

were obtained for type of trial (F = 40"501, df = L/70, p< "001) and

trial blocks (F = 27.7r9, df = 1/70, p.( .001). DoubLe inreracrions

involving IRI and rype of rrial (F = 32.969, df = L/70, p ( "001) IRI

and Lrial blocks (F = 14"903, df = L/70, p< "001) and rype of trial
and trial blocks (F = 11"995, df = L/70, p( "o0z) were also obtained.

Finally, Lhe triple interaction involving rRr, type of trial and trÍal

blocks (F = 8"666, df. L/70, p(.01) was found ro be reliable. An

analysis of variance (see Table 10, Appendix c) of the B-seco data re-

vealed only a significant maín effect for type of trial (E = 7.29L,

df = I/70, p ( "05)" Separate analyses of variance r,rere also carried

out on Ërial block 1 and tríat block 2 data" Both anaLyses of vari-

ance (see Tables L2 and 14, Appendix C) revealed sÍgnificant main

effects for type of trial (F = 38.257, df = 1170, p ( .001 and F =

37.6LI, df = I/70, p ( "001 for trial block 1 and trial block 2 ð.ata,

respectively) and significant double interactíons beLween IRI and type

of trial (F = 31.890, df = L/70, p< .001 and F = 30"I02, df = L/70,

p ( .001 for trial block 1 and trial block 2 data, respecrively). The

interact.ions indÍcate that the BE aË O-sec. IRI \,¡as greater than the

BE at B-sec. IRI ín both trial blocks

The third analysis of variance (see Table 7, Appendix C) involv-

ing Ehe 4-sec. and 8-sec. IRI data revealed a main effect for type of

trial (F = B "544, df = L/70, p < .01), but no interactions l..rere signi-

f icanl .

In summary, the BE was found at each level of IRI but the effect
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at 0-sec. rras greater than the effect at 4-sec. or B-sec. No differ-

ence between the BEs in the latter two rRr conditions was found.

tr^Iithin the O-sec. condition the BE on trial block 2 was greater Ehan

che BE on trial block 1.

The second set of follow-up analyses examined.whether rRr

affected response speeds following nonblocking, response speeds fol-

lowing blocking, or response speeds on both types of ÉrÍal. The means

of the triple interaction amongst rRr, type of trial and trÍal blocks,

arranged appropriately for these analyses, appear in Figure 4. Two

analyses of varÍance Ttere conducted, one on NB data and the other on B

data. The between-ås variable in these analyses v/as rRr and the

wíthin-Ss vgriable was trial blocks.

The analysis of variance using data from NB tríals (see Table

15, AppendÍx c) revealed significanË maín effects for rRr (F = 7.22g,

df =2/105, p< "01) and rrial blocks (E = 24.699, df =L/1O5, p(.001),

and a significant double Ínteraction between IRI and trial blocks (F =

14"675, df = 2/L05, p< "001). Pairwise comparisons of the means in-

volved in the double interaction, using Tukeyts HSD procedure (p<.05),

revealed that for both trial block 1 and tríal bLock 2,:start speeds on

NB trials were significantly faster following the O-sec. lRr as com-

pared with start speeds following the 4-sec. or B-sec. rRrs, whereas

speeds did not differ beLween 4-sec. and 8-sec. rRr conditions.

The analysis of variance of data from B trials (see Table L6,

Appendix c) revealed signifícanl main effecrs for rRr (F = 30.427, d'! =

2/L05, p ( .001) and rrial blocks (F = 7.400, ð,f. = I/L05, Ê ( "01).
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Pairwise comparisons of the.means, using Tukeyrs HSD procedure (p <

"05), indicated that start speeds on B trials in the O-sec" IRI condi-

tion were significantly slower than starL speeds in the 4-sec. or B-

sec. IRI conditions. Speeds did not differ between the latter

conditions 
"

Blocked movement speeds. The blocked movemenL speed means for

each of the treatment conditions are presented in Table 2, AppendÍx B,

and Ehe analysis of variance for blocked movemenL speeds is summari-zed

in Tablei-7, Appendíx c). The analysis of variance revealed a signifi-

cant maín effect for trial blocks (F = 27.924, df = 1/102, p-1.001) and

a trÍple Ínteraction amongst insEructionaL set, type of ËrÍa1 and trial

blocks (F : 5.354, df = 1/102, p-1 .025). The means involved in rhe

trÍp1e interaction appear in Figure 5. Pairwise comparísons of the

means, using Tukeyrs HSD procedure (p<.05), revealed that for both NB

trials and B trials, in both instructional conditions, movement speeds

increased significantly.from trial block 1 to trial block 2" In addi-

Lion, there \^ras a significant BE at _trial block 1in the SB instruc-

tional condition, but no oËher reliable differences between NB and B

trials rvere obtained.

Perseveration responses. The median number of perseveration

responses made by Ss on B trials in each experimental condition and in

each trial block appear in Table 3. A median test (Siegel, L956)

indicated Ëhat the number of perseveration responses made by Ss in the

SB condition was signifÍcanEly greater than the number of perseveration

responses made by Ss in the OB condition (X2 = 7.27, p < .01). A
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second median test revealed no significant differences in the numbers

of perseveration responses amongst the three levels of rRr. A sign

test (Siegel, L956) revealed that the number of perseveration responses

on trial block I was greater Ëhan Lhe number of perseveratíon responses

on trial block 2 (Z = 3.48, g ( .001)"



D ISCUSS ION

The BE obtained ín the start speed data substantiates the typíc-
a1 findings of prevÍ-ous blocking studies (Ford , 1963; Endsley, 1966;

Pederson and McEwan, L97O; pederson, IgTO)

Effects of rRr on the BE. The results of the start speed data

support Pedersonrs (1970) finding that the BE is a function of rRr.

The BE was found at each level of rRr buÈ the effect at the O-sec. rRr

was greater than the effects at 4-sec. and g-sec. No difference vras

found between the latter tr.ro conditions. changes in response speeds

over rRr on both NB and B trials contributed to the decrease in the

magnitude of the BE as rRr was Íncreased from O-sec. Ëo 4-sec. start

speeds on NB Eríals at O-sec. rRr were faster than sËart speeds at 4-

s ec . IRI whereas st arL s peeds on B trials at 0- s ec . IRI \^rere s lower than

speeds at 4-sec.

The changes in start speeds on NB trials as a function of rRr

are contrary to the results of Pederson (1910) who did not find changes

in start speeds on NB tría1s over rRr. This discrepancy may be a re-

sult of varying lRr between-Ss in the present study as opposed to ped-

ersonrs procedure of varying rRr withÍn-ss. A s in a between-ss pro-

cedure ín a 4-sec. or B-sec. IRI condition would noË expect the cue for
the second response immediately after the first response and mÍgh¡ make

responses during the IRI which interfere with the second response. For

example, the S might look about the room or examine the apparatus rather

than prepare himself for the second response. Thus, increasing rRr
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r¡/ould have the effect of decreasing response speeds. on the other

hand, a S in a within-Ss procedure might inhibit such interfering

responses and be more attentive to the second task since he would not

know when to expect the cue for the second response. Thus, the S

receivíng a variable IRI should have consistent response speeds over

B.I, as \nras found by Pederson (1970).

The finding that start speeds on B trials increased as B.I in-

creased from 0-sec. to 4-sec. is in agreement with Pedersonrs results

' and supports the hypothesis that faílure produces interfering

responses which dissipaLe over Ëime (Ryan and ïIatson, L968i.?ederson,

I970). In the present experiment perseveration responses occurred on

28% of B trials; this evidence provides support for ?ederson's sugges-

tion that on B trials Ss rrere unprepared to response on task 2

immediately following blocking on Ëask 1.

Effects of Instructional Set on the BE. The hypothesis thaË

self-blame produces a greater BE than oËher-b1ame vras supported by the

finding that the BE was greater ín the former condítíon than in the

latter condition and also by the fact that a BE rvas obtained in Ehe

trial block 1 data of the movement speeds for SB Ss but not for OB

$s" In the present experiment instructional set affecled start speeds

on both NB and B trials. On B trials the SB Ss responded more slowly

than the 0B !s suggesting that self-blame increases the amount of

ínterference produced by failure relative to other-bIame. The facL

that SB Ss emitted more perseveration resporrses than 0B Ss also

supports the hypoËhesís that interfering responses are more preval-ent
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for SB Ss as compared wíth 0B Ss.

The results indicated that on NË Lrials SB Ss start speeds were

faster than 0B ssrstart speeds. This finding could be the result of

sB instructions producing a higher general drive 1eve1 as compared

wíth oB ínstruclions. This hypothesis is supported by evidence from

a sEudy of partial reinforcemenE. Ryan and Strawbridge (Lg6g)

examined start. and movement speeds on a simple lever device under

condÍtions of 50% and 100% reinforcement, using SB and OB instructions.

They found that the start and movement speeds of SB Ss were fasËer

than the speeds of OB Ss under both 50% and 100% reinforcement,

Pederson and McEi¿an (1970) al-so obtained faster start speeds on NB

trials with SB instructions than with OB instructions. In Ëhe pre-

sent study the finding Lhat SB Ss emítted more perseveration responses

than did 0B Ss might also be accounled for by a difference in general

drive level between the two instructional conditions.

Effects of Trial Blocks on the BE. The start speed data indi-

cate that the BE is not. a transitory effecL. In the O-sec. TRI con-

dition, the BE in trial block 2 was greater than the BE in trial

block 1, and in the 4-sec. and B-sec. condítions there was no differ-

ence in the magnitude of the BE over trial blocks. 0n the other hand,

there was evidence supporting Ryan and l^Iatson's (1968) hypothesis

that failure-produced interference decreases over trials. The find-

ing that perseveration responses were more frequent in trial block 1

than trial block 2, and the finding of the BE in the SB Ss'movement

speeds in Ëria1 block 1 but not in trial block 2 suggest a decrease
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in interference over trial blocks. rn the O-sec. condition start

speeds increased from trial block 1 to trial block 2 onB trials;

however, on NB trials the increase in speeds r¡ras greater than the

increase on B trials. Based on the assumptÍon that practice effects

on NB trials \.rere equal Èo practice effects on B Lrials, one would

expect an equal increase in speeds on B trials as compared with the

increase on NB trials if failure-produced Ínterference remained un-

changed over trials. Thus the fact that speeds on B trials Íncreased

less over tríal blocks Lhan speeds on NB triaLs suggest that failure-

produced interference does not decrease over trial bl-ocks, i.n the

0-sec. condition

Implications for Further Research. The present study manipul-

ated Ëwo variables, RI and instrucLional set, which have been con-

founded between nonreward and blocking sEudies, in the hope of

accounting for the different effects of the nonreward and blocking

procedures. There vlas no indícatíon Lhat a FE can be obtained within

the blocking paradigm by manipulating self-blame vs. other-blame

ínst.ructional- set. The findings of the present study and previous

blocking studies also indicaËe that the blocking procedure is unlike-

ly to yield a FE within a reasonable number of trials or within the

range of IRI whích is conducive Eo producing a FE in nonreward pro-

cedures.

The self-blame variable and ß.I have important effects on the

magnitude of the BE but an account of the different effects of block-

ing and nonreward procedures wÍll require Ínvestigatíons of other
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variables r¿hich have been confounded with the two procedures. There

are four other variabl-es which have díffered in nonreward and block-

ing studies that merit further research: the age of the ss; the use

of a visual cue for the second response vs. the use of an auditory

cue; Ëhe complexity and duration of the fírst task; and Ëhe effects

of blocking a response vs. \^rithholding a reward for a response.

since the blocking procedures are more complex than the nonre-

ward procedures, researchers using blocking procedures have used

older Ss" Age may influence the Ssr reaction to nonreward and block-

ing. For example, because a younger s has had a briefer history of

reinforcement for completing tasks, he may have acquired fewer inter-

fering responses to nonreward and blocking than would an older s.

The use of a visual cue for the second response in nonreward

studies requires the S to attend to Lhe apparatus visually during the

rRr, whereas the use of an auditory cue in blocking studies might

allow the s to acquire interfering responses more readily sínce he

would not have to attend to the apparatus. rf interference produced

by failure is largely elimÍnated ¡^¡hen the s is required to look at

the apparatus for the second response, the motivational increment

produced by blocking could be manifested.

In blocking studies Ëhe fÍrst task has been more complex and of

greater duration than the lever response used in nonreward studies.

The more complex task may facilitate the acquisition of interfering

responses Lo failure. Following failure a s might be distracted by

anaLyzíng his unsuccessful strategy or planning a nel{ sLrategy for
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his next atEempL on the first task. A simple lever response leaves

little to the imagination of a strategist"

Despite their contrnon properties, nonre\ùard and blocking are

different events and may have qual-itatively dift'erent behavioural

effects. For example, not beÍng allowed to finish.a Eask may have a

depressant effect orr drive level relaËive t.o the effect of ttwinning"

the gamerwhereas nonreward may increase drive. On the other hand,

nonreward can be viewed as the blocking of a response chain just

príor to the overt or covert consurnmatory responses and hence be

quaLitatively Ëhe same as blocki.g in iLs behavioural effects but

different from blocking in the magnitude of the motivational change

produced. - Thus the dífferences between nonreward and blocking may be

either qualitative or quantÍtative in nature. The importance of this

variable might be determined by a direct comparison of nonreward and

blocking usíng comparable experímental procedures.
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INSTR.UCTIONS
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The following instructions vrere read to Ss in the other-blame

cond itíon:

"Inle're going to play two games. One is a light-switching game,
(E points ro the light-switch panel) and the other is a picture-
looking game (E points to the lever box and the screen).

This ís how you p1-ay the IÍght-switch game. Inlhen you hear this
bell (E sounds the start bell)...start switching these light-
switches with your right hand, like this (E switches the fírst
two lights on). Alrvays use your right hand and start at this end
of the board (E points to the refr end of the panel). To win the
game you have to turn on all the lights before the lighLs go off
again. sometÍmes r will leË you turn on all the lights and you
wíll win the game. Other tímes I will turn off the lights before
you can turn them all on and you will lose the game. rf you win
the game many times you will win a prize at the end of the games.
Remember, r will be the one who lets you win or rose the.game.

Inlhen you are playing the light-switch game, hold on to this
handle (E points to the handle in front of the lever box) with
your left hand. soon after the lÍghts go off on the light-switch
game, a buzzer wíll go on. As soon as you hear the bszzer take
your left hand off the handle and pu1l this lever all the way doun
and then leL go, lÍke this (E domonstrates the lever box). When
you do this a picture will go on here (E points the the screen).

After a while the picture will go off. I^ihen you hear the be1l
you sËart playing the light-switch game again."

The foIlowíng instructions were read to Ss in Ëhe self-blame

cond itíon:

ttl^Ietre going to play two games. One ís a
(E points Lo the light-switch panel) and rhe
looking game (E points to the lever box and

líght-switching game
other is a picture-

screen).

This is how you play the light-swiLch game. i.rlhen you hear this
bell (E sounds the start bell) start switching these switches wiEh
your rÍght hand, like this (E switches the first rwo lighrs on).
Always use your right hand and start at this end of the board (E
points to left end of the panel). To win the game you have to turn
on all the lights before they go off again. If you play the game
rÍght yoLl can Eurn on all the lights and wín Lhe game. If you do
not play the game right, Ehe lights wí11 go off before you can
turn them all on and you will lose the game. If you win the game
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many times you will win a prize at the end of the games.
Remember, it is how you play the game that lets you win or lose.

tr{hen you are playing the light-swítch game, hoLd on to this
handle (E points Lo the handle in front of the lever box) with
your left hand" Soon afËer Lhe lights go off on the light-switch

. game, a buzzer r¿ill go on. As soon as you hear the buzzer take
your left hand off the handle and pu1l Lhis lever all the way
down and then let it go (E demonstrates the lev.er box) 1_ike this"
I,Ihen you do thÍs a picture wí1l go on here (E poinËs Ëo the
screen) o

After a while the picture vzill go off. Inlhen you hear the beLL,
you start playing the light-switch game agaín.

After readíng Lhe instructions, E asked S the fol.lowing

quest ions

1. I^Ihat will you do when you hear the bell?

2. How do you win the game?

3. How do you lose Ëhe game?

4. I^lhat do you do when the bszzet comes on?



APPENDIX B

MEAN START SPEEDS, MEAN MOVEMENT SPEEDS,

AND MEDIAN NUMBER OF TRiALS ON rvl/HICH S s

MADE PERSEVERATION RESPONSES
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TABLE 1

Mean Start Speeds

Between-Ss Variables

Instructions IRI
Wíthin-Ss Variables

Type of TrÍal Trial Block Mean Speed (1/t)

SB 0-s ec 
"

4-sec.

B-sec.

OB 0 -s ec.

4-s ec .

8-sec"

NB

NB

NB

NB

NB

NB

1B

18

1B

18

IB

1B

I
2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

I
2

1

2

1

2

1

2

I
2

1.689
2 "098

.682

.87 2

I.372
1.327
L.237
L "255
1"188
L "235
I.LL7
1. rB9

L.27 4
1. 708

.861

.932

L.782
L.27 6
L "L97
L.237

1.300
1. 356
1.307
L.29L
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TABLE 2

Mean Movement Speeds

BeËween-Ss VarÍables

InstrucEions fRI
I,[ithin-Ss

Type of Trial
Variables

Trial Block N Mean Speed (L/t)

SB 0-sec.

4-s ec 
"

B -s ec.

0-sec.

4-s ec "

8-sec.

NBOB

NB

rB

18

1B

1B

18

IB

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

I
2

1

2

1

2

I
2

1

2

3.718
3.891
3.39s
3 "723
3 .986
4.27 L

3 "802
4"47 4

3 "77 s
3.993
3.587
4.006

3.532
3. Bsl
3.489
3 "677
4"409
4.7L2
4.429
4.693

4"025
4.368
4"082
4.4L3

NB
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TABLE 3

l4edian Number of B Trials on which Ss Made

Pers everation Respons es

IRI 0-s ec . 4-s ec. B-sec"

Trial Blocks

SB

OB

L2

L"7 1.5

.7 .5

L2

2.0 "9

1.0 .8

L2

1. s 1.5

.6 .4
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ANATYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY TABLES
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TABI.E 4

Analysis of Variance: Start Speeds

Source df MS F p

Instructions (A)

rRr (B)

AxB
Error 1

Trial Blocks (D)

AxD
BxD
AxBxD
Error 3

CxD
AxCxD
BxCxD
AxBxCxD
Error 4

Total

I
2

2

ro2

.088

.01r
.20L

.025

Type of Trial (C) I 10.997 47.735 .001
AxC L I.240 5.383 .Oz5

BxC 2 7.769 33.72L .001

AxBxC 2 .646 2.804
Error 2 LO2 ,230

.7 26 r.659

.438

1.410 24.900 .001

0.0 0.0

.701 L2.49 I .001

.046

.057

.806

.290 8.790 .00s

.096 2.9L5

.239 7.258 .01

.001

.033

. 031

1

1

2

2

LO2

1

1

2

2

I02

43L
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TABLE 5

Analysis of Variance: Start Speeds

(0-sec" and 4-sec. IRI Dara Only)

Source df MS F p

rRr (A)

Error 1

Trial Blocks (C)

AxC
Error 3

BxC
AxBxC
Error 4

Total

1

70

"002

" 552
"004

1.651 26.0sr "001
L.IL7 L7 .622 .001

.063

.37L 8.540 . 01

.392 9 .022 .01

.043

Type of Trial (B) 1 15.016 4I"450 .001
AxB 1 LL"449 31"603 .001
Error 2 70 .362

1

I
70

1

1

70

287
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TABLE 6

Analysis of Variance: Start Speed

(0-sec" and B-sec. IRI Data Only)

Source df I,IS
_p

g

Type of Trial (B) 1 14"56t 40"501 .O0I

AxB 1 11"583 32.969 .001

Error 2 70 "359

rRr (A)

Error 1

Tria1 Blocks (C)

AxC

Error 3

BxC

AxBxC

Error 4

Total

1 " 020 .041

70 ,494

L L"797 26.7L9 
" 001

1 1.003 L4.903 .001

70 "067

L "446 LL.995 "001

I .322 8"666 .01

70 "037

287
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Analysis of Variance: Start Speed

(4-sec. and 8-sec. IRI Data Only)

51

-p
FMSdfS ou rce

iRr (A)

Error 1

Type of Trial (B)

AxB

Error

Trial Blocks (C)

AxC

Error 3

BxC

AxBxC

Error 4

Total

1

1

70

1

1

70

1

1

70

287

. 011

"272

.787

" 036

"022

.081

" 003

.037

" 001

.003

" 018

I

70

"042

8.544 .01

"164

2 "r92

" 083

"077

"162
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TABLE 8

Analysis of Variance: Start Speed (0-sec. IRI Data Only)

Source df MS F !

Type of Trial (A) I 26"344 75"28L .0Ol

Error 1 35 .350

. Trial Blocks (B) L 27.419 58.564 "OOI

Error 2 35 .047

AxB

Error 3

Total

t "764 24"463 .001

35 "062

108
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TABLE 9

Analysis of variance: start speed (4-sec. rRr Data only)

Source df IfS F. 
-p

Type of TrÍal (A) L .242 g.B2L .01

Error 1 35 .025

Trial Blocks (B) 1 "053 1.593

Error 2 S5 .033

AxB

Error 3

Tota 1

1 " 000 .010

35 .024

108
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TABLE 10

Analysis of Variance: Start Speeds

/ (B-sec. IRI Data Only)

Source df MS F o
!

Type of TrÍa1 (A) 1 .140 7 "29I . 05

Error 1 35 .019

Trial Blocks (B) 1 .116 2.825

Error 2 35 .041

AxB

Error 3

Total

1 .010 "823

35 .0r2

108
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TABLE 11

Analysis of Variance: SËarË Speeds

(trial Block 1, O-sec. and 4-sec. IRI Data Only)

Sou rce df I4S E p

TRI (A)

Error 1

r "s4L 2"339

7 0 .222

Type of Trial (B ) 1 5 " 332 39. 350 . Ooi

AxB I 3.800 28"044 .001

Error 2 70 .135

Total 743
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TABLE 12

Analysis of Variance: Start Speeds

(Trial Block 1, O-sec" and g-sec. IRI Data Only)

Sou rce d=f MS F
.P

rRr (A)

Error 1

L .370 1"886

70 .L96

Type of Trial (B) L 4.955 38"25j .001

AxB I 4.I3L 31.890 .001

Error 2 - 70 .130

Tota1 L43
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TABI.E 13

Analysis of Variance: Start Speeds

(Trial Block 2, O-sec. and 4-sec. IRI Data Only)

Source df I,fS F _-p

rRr (A)

Error 1

1 .598 1.523

70 .392

Type of Trial (B) 1 10.056 37"198 .001

AxB 1 8.041 29,747 .001

Error 2 70 .270

Total I43
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TABIE 14

Analysis of Variance: Start Speeds

(Trial Block 2, O-sec. and B-sec" IRI Data Only)

Source df I4S I -p

rRr (A)

Error 1

1 .653 1"783

70 .366

Type of Trial (B) 1 10.052 3t.6LI .001

AxB 1 8.045 30.102 .ooi

Error2 . 70 "267

Total L43
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TABLE 15

Analysis of variance: start speeds (Nonblockíng Trial Data only)

Source df }ts F

rRr (A)

Error 1

Trial Blocks (B)

AxB

Error 2

Total

2

105

1

2

105

2t5

4"095

.566

L.490

" BB5

" 060

7.228

24.698

14.67 5

"01

. 001

" 001
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TABTE 16

Analysis of variance: start speeds (Blocking Trial Data only)

Source dfMSFp

rRr (A)

Error 1

2 3"68s 30.427 .001

105 .LzL

Trial Blocks (B) I "2II j.hOO .0I
AxB 2 .062 2.162

Error 2 L05 .O2g

Total ZI5
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TABIE 17

Analysis of Variance: Movement Speeds

Source df MS F

Instructions (A)

rRr (B )

AxB

Error 1

Type of Trial (C)

AxC

BxC

AxBxC

Error 2

Trial Blocks (D)

AxD

BxD

AxBxD

Error 3

C xD

AxCxD

BxCxD

AxBxCxD

Error 4

Total

1

2

2

L02

1

1

2

22

I02

I

1

2

2

L02

1

1

2

2

L02

43r

7.050

L7.070

2 "4L5

4.836

"474

.17 0

"332

" 085

.153

11 . 178

.04L

"r27

.ls0

" 399

" 189

" 69r

. 081

.00s

"r29

1.458

3"530

" 499

3" 107

1.116

2.L72

.558

27.924

. 104

" 
318

"375

L"463

5 "354

" 625

. 036

" 001

.025


